
Free Style Day World Edition – English procedures

1. Video handing-in deadline: November 11th, 2011.

2. Content of the video
2.1. Testemonial (nickname, homeplace [City - State/Province/County - Country], 

how long you have been playing PIU, why you are into freestyling, something cool you 
learnt as a freestyler)

2.2. Choreography

3. Maximum length of the video: 5 minutes.

Restrictions

Regarding the testimonial:
- In the video it must be possible to hear everything the freestyler is saying clearly;
- The video must contain subtitles in English so the international audience can 
understand what the freestyler is talking about;
- One does not have to shoot the testimonial and the choreography at the same moment; 
they can be shot in diferent moments. However, the final video must contain the two 
parts together;
- As for tag chorepgraphy videos, the testimonials cannot be shot separately, that is, all 
the participants of the choreography must be together at the shooting moment.

Regarding the coreography:
- The freestylers must choose songs which consume two lives (On Fiesta/Fiesta EX) or 
songs featured on Arcade Station (previous versions);
- All Pump It Up versions allowed;
- Max number of participants in a tag coreography: 3 (three);
- The coreography can be shot in any angle the freestyler(s) may wish to do so; however, 
it must be done in a way every move featured in the coreography is shown;
- Any editing which helps the audience understand the coreography, such as overlaying 
the original audio using an mp3 of the song chosen, is allowed;
- The video must show the coreography from the beginning of the song up to the dance 
grade.

Sending the videos

- The videos must be posted on Youtube and the freestylers must send the URL for it to 
rodrigo.otani@gmail.com, so all the videos can be put together.
- The name of the video must follow the following pattern: [Freestyle Day 2011] your 
nickname


